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EAGLEBANK MORTGAGE LENDERS GONZALEZ AND PIRZADEH STAND OUT IN NATIONAL
MORTGAGE INDUSTRY RANKINGS
EagleBank’s Pirzadeh, Harsanyi, Lunenfeld, Sherrill, Gonzalez and
Berman Rank in TOP 1% of Mortgage Originators, Nationwide
BETHESDA, MD. The 2017 national rankings are in from the Mortgage Industry publications that annually
track and report mortgage lenders’ performance in loan originations. EagleBank is recognizing and
celebrating its share of high achievers. Senior Mortgage Banker Javier Gonzalez ranked #26 nationally by
Scotsman Guide for number of closed FHA loans and was named a TOP ORIGINATOR. Javier’s 2017
FHA loan volume totaled over $36,000,000. Senior Mortgage Banker Mehdi Pirzadeh was also named a
TOP ORIGINATOR based on dollar volume by Scotsman Guide. He placed #334 ($75,489,909) among
500 of the top originators throughout the country.
Mortgage Executive Magazine, another national mortgage trade publication, released their list of
nationwide achievers. Among their TOP 1% of Mortgage Originators in America: EagleBank Senior
Mortgage Bankers Mehdi Pirzadeh, Paul Harsanyi, Andrew Lunenfeld, William Sherrill, Javier Gonzales,
and Laurent Berman.
Additionally, EagleBank was ranked #17 by the Washington Business Journal among Home Mortgage
Lenders in the DC Metro-Area for 2017. This ranking appeared in the April 6, 2018, edition of this
business newspaper.
“EagleBank is proud of the hard work and achievements of our talented mortgage lenders and their
support teams. Their tenacity and constant attention to the ever-changing mortgage market, various
products offered and solution to suit custom needs proves their dedication to everyone’s dream of home
ownership. And, not to be forgotten is the team behind the scenes -- the full staff of mortgage specialists
who team with our lenders to provide application-to-closing service all in one place, here at EagleBank,”
commented Chairman and CEO Ronald D. Paul.
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About Eagle Bancorp, Inc. and EagleBank
Eagle Bancorp, Inc. is the holding company for EagleBank, which commenced operations in 1998. EagleBank
is headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, and conducts full service commercial banking through 20 offices, located
in Suburban, Maryland, Washington, D.C. and Northern Virginia. EagleBank focuses on building
relationships with businesses, professionals and individuals in its marketplace.

